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A family of orthonormal mode sets arises when Hermite–Gauss modes propagate through lossless first-order
optical systems. It is shown that the modes at the output of the system are eigenfunctions for the symmetric
fractional Fourier transformation if and only if the system is described by an orthosymplectic ray transfor-
mation matrix. Essentially new orthonormal mode sets can be obtained by letting helical Laguerre–Gauss
modes propagate through an antisymmetric fractional Fourier transformer. The properties of these modes
and their representation on the orbital Poincaré sphere are studied. © 2007 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 070.2580, 070.4690, 080.2730, 120.4820, 140.3300.Probably the two best-known complete orthonormal
sets of modes used in optics are (i) the Hermite–
Gauss (HG) modes Hm,nr=HmxHny with
Hnx = 21/42nn!−1/2Hn2xexp− x2, 1
where Hn· denotes the Hermite polynomials, and
(ii) the helical Laguerre–Gauss (LG) modes1
Lm,nr = 21/2 minm,n!maxm,n!1/22rm−n
exp	im − n
Lminm,n
m−n 2r2exp− r2,
2
where Ln
· denotes the generalized Laguerre poly-
nomials; as usual, spatial coordinates are repre-
sented by the two-dimensional column vector r
= x ,yt= r cos  ,r sin t, where the superscript t de-
notes transposition. The existence of other sets of or-
thogonal modes, obtained from HG or LG modes by
linear canonical transformations (LCTs), has been
reported.2,3
LCTs describe the evolution of the complex optical
field amplitude fr when it propagates through a
lossless first-order optical system: firi→ foro, with
foro = RT	firi
ro = KTro,rifiridri. 3
The kernel KTro ,ri of a LCT is parameterized by
the system’s real symplectic ray transformation
matrix4 T, which relates the properly normalized di-
mensionless position ri and direction qi of an incom-
ing ray to the position ro and direction qo of the cor-
responding outgoing ray through the matrix-vector
relation
0146-9592/07/101226-3/$15.00 ©roqo = Triqi  A BC Driqi , 4
where q= qx ,qyt.
LCTs include several easily interpretable transfor-
mations in phase space, like scaling, image rotation,
rotations in various position-direction (i.e., rq)
planes, shearing operations, etc. The important sub-
set of so-called orthosymplectic systems arises when
the ray transformation matrix is not only symplectic
but also orthogonal; an orthosymplectic system can
be described elegantly by the unitary matrix5 U
=A+ iB=D− iC. Three basic examples of orthosym-
plectic systems are the separable fractional Fourier
transformer (FT), the rotator, and the gyrator,5,6 with
unitary representations
Ufx,y = expix 00 expiy , 5
Ur =  cos  sin − sin  cos  , 6
Ug =  cos  i sin i sin  cos   , 7
respectively. All three systems have a rotating char-
acter: the rotator performs a rotation in the x ,y and
qx ,qy planes, the separable fractional FT in the
x ,qx and y ,qy planes (possibly with different
angles), and the gyrator in the x ,qy and y ,qy
planes. As mentioned in Ref. 7, the rotator and the
gyrator are similar to an antisymmetric fractional FT
(i.e., x=−y) in the sense of similarity of their respec-
tive unitary matrices:Ur =Ug− /4Uf− ,Ug/4, 8
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The subscripts f, r, and g for the unitary matrices U
(and their corresponding ray transformation matri-
ces T) will be used throughout to indicate the corre-
sponding transformations.
HG and LG modes are eigenfunctions for the sym-
metric fractional FT (i.e., x=y).
6,8 From the similar-
ity between the Fresnel transformation,9 which de-
scribes in the paraxial scalar approximation the
propagation of light in free space, and the symmetric
fractional Fourier transformation, it follows that the
modes for the symmetric fractional FT are stable:
they do not change their form during propagation in
free space, except for some scaling and phase modu-
lation. HG modes are also eigenfunctions for the non-
symmetric fractional FT (i.e., xy). The LG modes
are eigenfunctions for the rotation operation [see Eq.
(6)] and can be obtained5 by letting the HG modes
propagate through a gyrator for which the gyrating
angle is an odd multiple of  /4; we have, for example,
RTg−/4	Hm,n·
r=Lm,nr−im−m−n. Note that a
gyrator with gyrating angle ± /2 transforms a
positive-vortex LG mode into a negative-vortex one,
and vice versa.
In this Letter, we find that among all orthonormal
sets of modes generated from the HG (or LG) set by
LCTs, only the modes generated by an orthosymplec-
tic system are eigenfunctions for the symmetric frac-
tional FT. The expression for these modes, their prop-
erties, and their location on the Poincairé sphere10
are discussed.
It has been shown3 that the orthonormal modes
Hm,nM r=RM	Hm,n·
r, which are obtained after
propagation of the HG modes Hm,nr through a first-
order optical system described by the symplectic ma-
trix M, and which we will call symplectic HG modes,
are eigenfunctions of the transformation associated
with the matrix MTfx ,yM−1. Since the angles x
and y can be chosen arbitrarily, the symplectic HG
modes Hm,nM r are eigenfunctions of a family of trans-
formations. If the matrices M and Tfx ,y commute,
we have MTfx ,yM−1=Tfx ,yMM−1=Tfx ,y,
and we conclude that in that case the symplectic HG
modes Hm,nM r are also eigenfunctions of the sepa-
rable fractional FT Tfx ,y.
We first derive which symplectic matrices M—with
submatrices A, B, C, and D [see Eq. (4)]—commute
with the ray transformation matrix Tf , of a sym-
metric fractional FT. For commutation we require
MTf ,=Tf ,M, which leads to the two condi-
tions C=−B and D=A. The matrix M therefore needs
to be orthosymplectic. We thus conclude that only if
M is orthosymplectic, M=Mo, the orthonormal sets of
modes Hm,nMo r are eigenfunctions for the symmetric
fractional FT Tf ,, with eigenvalues exp	−im
+n
. We will call such modes orthosymplectic HG
modes. Note that in optics we often deal with a frac-
tional FT that is defined with an additional phase
factor exp−i; in that case the eigenvalues read
exp	−im+n+1
.The explicit form for orthosymplectic HG modes
can be obtained from the general expression3
Hm,n
Mo x,y =
21/2− 1m+n exp	x2 + y2

2m+nm+nm!n!detU
U11* x + U21* y
mU12* x + U22* y
n
exp	− 2x2 + y2
, 10
where U11, U12, U21, and U22 are the entries of the
unitary matrix U. Note in particular the symmetry
relation Hm,nMo −r= −1m+nHm,nMo r and the property
	Hm,nMo r
*=Hm,nMo
−1
r. Using the derivative relations3
 
x
,

ytfm,n = 2U*	mfm−1,n,nfm,n−1
t
− 2fm,n	x,y
t 11
and the recurrence relations3
2	x,y
tfm,n =U	m + 1fm+1,n,n + 1fm,n+1
t
+U*	mfm−1,n,nfm,n−1
t 12
for the orthonormal modes Hm,nMo x ,y= fm,nx ,y, we
can derive that the z component of the orbital angu-
lar momentum2,10 of these modes takes the form
Lz
m,n = 
−

Imfm,n* x,yxfm,ny − yfm,nx dxdy
= 2 ImmU11U21
* − nU22U12
* . 13
Moreover, the kernel KTf,ro ,ri of the symmetric
fractional FT can be represented as a series of prod-
ucts of the orthosymplectic HG modes:
KTf,ro,ri = 
m,n=0

exp	− im + n
 Hm,n
Mo ro
	Hm,n
Mo ri
*. 14
For Mo=I we get the normal expansion in the com-
mon HG modes Hm,nr.
We might wonder whether the commutation of an
orthosymplectic system with the symmetric frac-
tional FT, UUf ,=Uf ,U, can be extended to
the separable nonsymmetric case. From the require-
ment UUfx ,y=Ufx ,yU and realizing that
Ufx ,y is a diagonal matrix, we derive that either
U should also be a diagonal matrix (corresponding to
a separable fractional FT) or x=y (which implies
that we are dealing with a symmetric fractional FT
that we considered before). We thus conclude that the
only complete orthonormal set of modes that are
eigenfunctions for the separable fractional Fourier
transformation for all possible angles x and y is the
set of common HG modes Hm,nr. The symmetric
case x=y leads to many possible sets Hm,nMo r, i.e.,
the orthosymplectic HG modes as described above.
The construction of eigenfunctions for a particular
1228 OPTICS LETTERS / Vol. 32, No. 10 / May 15, 2007pair of the angles x and y has been considered in
Ref. 11, along with a derivation of some properties of
these eigenfunctions.
Let us now find all essentially different orthosym-
plectic HG mode sets. Any orthosymplectic system
with unitary representation U can be decomposed12
as an antisymmetric fractional FT Uf ,− embed-
ded in between two rotators Ur and Ur, in cas-
cade with a symmetric fractional FT Uf ,
=expiI:
U =UrUf,− Urexpi. 15
When this system operates on an orthosymplectic HG
mode Hm,nMo r, the symmetric fractional FT Uf ,
yields only a constant-phase multiplication
exp	−im+n
, while the rotator Ur yields a mere
rotation of the resulting output mode. Modes that re-
sult after such a constant-phase multiplication or a
mere rotation will not be considered as essentially
new modes. The generation of new modes is thus re-
duced to the transformation associated with Uf ,
−Ur. Since we are free to choose any orthosym-
plectic HG mode set as the starting set for the gen-
eration of new modes, let us choose the LG modes:
LG modes are eigenfunctions for rotation, and there-
fore the action of the rotator Ur can be omitted. So,
all different sets of orthosymplectic modes can be ob-
tained from the LG set by an antisymmetric frac-
tional FT described by the matrix Uf ,−. In par-
ticular, for = /4 we obtain the common HG set
rotated at  /4 with respect to the Ox axis.
If we want to define these modes on the orbital
Poincaré sphere,10 similar to the one used for presen-
tation of polarized light, we have to embed the anti-
symmetric fractional FT into a rotator and its in-
verse:
Ug
 =Ur− /4 + Uf,− Ur/4 − .
16
We will call the corresponding system, which reduces
to a gyrator [see Eq. (9)] for =0, a generalized gyra-
tor. Starting from the LG mode Lm,nr, living on one
of the poles of the m ,n-Poincaré sphere, and apply-
ing the generalized gyrator Ug
/2	 /2 to this mode,
the entire sphere can be populated by the modes
Lm,n	,r=RTg
/2	/2	Lm,n·
r, where the parameters
	 	0,
 and  	− ,
 indicate the colatitude of a
parallel and the longitude of a meridian on the
sphere, respectively. For a picture of the Poincaré
sphere, in which the same parameters 	 and  are
used, we refer to Ref. 10. Since the determinant of
the matrix Ug
 equals 1, there is no separable
fractional FT (with determinant exp	ix+y
) on the
m ,n-Poincaré sphere, except the antisymmetric one
x+y=0; this is in accordance with the fact that all
modes on the sphere are eigenfunctions of a symmet-
ric fractional FT and that the symmetric part of a
fractional FT is thus not visible.
All essentially new modes can be found on the
main meridian =0 of the m ,n-Poincaré sphere,with the positive- and negative-vortex LG modes on
the two poles (	=0 or 	=). The common HG mode
lives on the equator 	= /2. For =0 and a certain
	 	0,
, we obtain a gyrating mode Lm,n	,0r, which
is transformed into the mode Lm,n	,r by moving
along the parallel of colatitude 	 by an appropriate
rotation and phase factor multiplication.
To derive a closed-form expression for the gyrating
modes, we can use Eq. (10), and realize that the gy-
rating modes that live on the northern hemisphere,
say, can be obtained by a gyrator Ug− /4+	 /2
operating on the common HG mode Hm,nr. We
then find that the z component of the orbital angular
momentum of the gyrating mode Lm,n	,0r
=Hm,nTg−/4+	/2r equals Lzm,n= m−ncos 	, which
corresponds to the result in Ref. 10. Note that Lz
m,n
does not change by moving along a parallel of the
m ,n-Poincaré sphere.
Just as LG modes Lm,nr are eigenfunctions for
the rotator Ur, the gyrating modes Lm,n	,0r are
eigenfunctions with eigenvalues exp	im−n
 for
the generalized rotator Ur
	/2, defined by analogy
with the generalized gyrator [see Eqs. (8) and (16)] as
Ur
 =Ug− /4 + Uf− ,Ug/4 − .
17
The normal rotator Ur· arises on the poles (	=0 or
	=), in which case we are indeed dealing with the
rotationally symmetric LG modes (with positive or
negative vortex). On the equator 	= /2, the gener-
alized rotator reduces to the antisymmetric fractional
FT Ur
/4=Uf− ,, with the common HG modes
as its eigenfunctions.
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